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 CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

A. Findings 

In this section, the writer presents the result of research. The data 

were taken from four popular reaction videos from October to November 

on Youtube channel Fine Brothers Entertainment. Since the reaction 

videos on this channel has two section those are reaction section and 

opinion section, data were taken only from the first section that is reaction 

section. 

The writer has found many expressive speech acts in each of those 

popular reaction videos which will be showed on the table below: 

Table 4.1 Expressive Speech Acts in Reaction Video entitled Kids React to 

Gay Marriage 

No. Reaction Utterance 

1 Merry who? You mean a boy marry a boy 

2 This is crazy 

3 I love this song 

4 It's like an awesome flashmob 

5 He does has a nice suit i have to say that 

6 So they are gays but it's okay 

7 Good friends! 

8 That's nice 

9 That's so cute and it doesn't matter id they are gay or anything 

10 That was just so cute i can't even 

11 A girl marry a girl? 

12 What was that about? 

13 Why is that boy waiting they all and why are they dancing? 

14 Congratulation 
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No. Reaction Utterance 

15 All this video is just to cute 

16 
That's what i wanna see a lot. Gay and lesbian people shouldn't be 

hiding. 

17 Wow that's cool 

18 How does a guy marry a guy 

19 That's so cute 

20 A guy proposed to another guy? 

21 
How does a girl propose a girl and how does a guy propose a 

guy? 

22 That was so adorable 

 

In this video, where a group of kids is showed a video of gay 

couple proposal, the writer has found 22 utterances which are believed as 

speech acts which its illocutionary point are to express psychological state 

of the speakers about the video they watched.   

Table 4.2 Expressive Speech Acts in Reaction Videos Entitled Teens 

React to Bullying (Amanda Todd) 

No. Reaction Utterance 

1 Oh my goodness! this video. 

2 Ok, that's pretty not right. That's pretty creppy. 

3 What a jerk! 

4 Dude, this is serious. 

5 I would try to help if i had chance to 

6 People are cruel man 

7 People are disgusting 

8 I'm sorry 

 

In this video, where a group of teens is showed a video of a girl 

who has commit suicide after got bullied by her schoolmates, the writer 

has found 8 utterances which are believed as speech acts which its 
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illocutionary point are to express psychological state of the speakers about 

the video they watched.   

Table 4.3 Expressive Speech Acts in Reaction Video entitled Elders react 

to Eminem 

No. Reaction Utterance 

1 He's really amazing 

2 Oh god! 

3 Rap! Never understood it. 

4 Wow 

5 Amazing 

6 It must be hard to do 

7 Love him 

8 Love this one 

9 Oh my 

10 Oh wow 

11 He's quit a rapper 

 

In this video, where a group of elders is showed numbers of 

Eminem‟s music videos, the writer has found 11 utterances which are 

believed as speech acts which its illocutionary point are to express 

psychological state of the speakers about the video they watched.   

Table 4.4 Expressive Speech Act in Reaction Video entitled Youtubers 

react to Kpop  

No. Reaction Utterance 

1 What is this 

2 This is hillarious 

3 I've never seen this before but it's awesome 

4 It's like ridiculous but i like it 

5 I'm digging this, girl! 
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No. Reaction Utterance 

6 I love Kpop videos 

7 That's catchy 

8 Oh shit! 

9 Oh damn!  

10 I'm like obsessed with this 

11 The boys, i cant take them seriously. 

12 I'm so confused about everything 

13 Dreamy guy 

 

In this video, where a group of Youtube selebritis or known as 

Youtubers is showed numbers of Kpop music videos, the writer has found 

13 utterances which are believed as speech acts which its illocutionary 

point are to express psychological state of the speakers about the video 

they watched.   

From those four popular reaction videos, The writer has found some 

utterances which are correspond to types of expressive speech act based on 

logic formalization by Guiraud et al. The finding will be showed on the 

table below: 

Table 4.5 Utterances which are correspond to types of expressive speech 

act based on logic formalization by Guiraud et al. 

No. 
The Title Reaction 

Video 
Reaction Utterance 

Type of 

Expressive 

Speech Act 

1 

Teens React to 

Bullying (Amanda 

Todd) 

Ok, that's pretty not 

right. That's pretty 

creppy. 

Disapproving 
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No. 
The Title Reaction 

Video 
Reaction Utterance 

Type of 

Expressive 

Speech Act 

2 

Teens React to 

Bullying (Amanda 

Todd) 

What a jerk Reproaching 

3 

Teens React to 

Bullying (Amanda 

Todd) 

I would try to help if i 

had chance to 
Regretting 

4 

Teens React to 

Bullying (Amanda 

Todd) 

People are cruel man Reproaching 

5 

Teens React to 

Bullying (Amanda 

Todd) 

People are disgusting Reproaching 

6 
Kids React to Gay 

Marriage 
I love this song approving 

7 
Kids React to Gay 

Marriage 

It's like an awesome 

flashmob 
complimenting 

8 
Kids React to Gay 

Marriage 

He does has a nice suit i 

have to say that 
complimenting 

9 
Kids React to Gay 

Marriage 

So they are gays but it's 

okay 
approving 

10 
Kids React to Gay 

Marriage 
That's nice complimenting 

11 
Kids React to Gay 

Marriage 

That's so cute and it 

doesn't matter id they 

are gay or anything 

approving 

12 
Kids React to Gay 

Marriage 

That was just so cute i 

can't even 
complimenting 

13 
Kids React to Gay 

Marriage 

All this video is just to 

cute 
complimenting 

14 
Kids React to Gay 

Marriage 

That's what i wanna see 

a lot. Gay and lesbian 

people shouldn't be 

hiding. 

approving 

15 
Kids React to Gay 

Marriage 
Wow that's cool! complimenting 

16 
Kids React to Gay 

Marriage 
That's so cute complimenting 
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No. 
The Title Reaction 

Video 
Reaction Utterance 

Type of 

Expressive 

Speech Act 

17 
Kids React to Gay 

Marriage 
That was so adorable complimenting 

18 
Elders React to 

Eminem 
He's really amazing Complimenting 

19 
Elders React to 

Eminem 
Amazing Complimenting 

20 
Elders React to 

Eminem 
Love him Approving 

21 
Elders React to 

Eminem 
Love this one Approving 

22 
Elders React to 

Eminem 
He's quit a rapper Complimenting 

23 
Youtubers React to 

Kpop 

I've never seen this 

before but it's awesome 
Complimenting 

24 
Youtubers React to 

Kpop 

It's like ridiculous but i 

like it 
Approving 

25 
Youtubers React to 

Kpop 
I'm digging this, girl! Approving 

26 
Youtubers React to 

Kpop 
I love Kpop videos Approving 

27 
Youtubers React to 

Kpop 
That's catchy Complimenting 

28 
Youtubers React to 

Kpop 

I'm like obsessed with 

this 
Approving 

29 
Youtubers React to 

Kpop 

The boys, i cant take 

them seriously. 
Disapproving 

30 
Youtubers React to 

Kpop 
Dreamy guy Complimenting 

31 
Teens React to 

Bullying (Amanda 

Todd) 

I'm sorry Apologizing 

 

  The writer has found 31 utterances which the writer believes 

correspond to 6 types of Expressive Speech Act formulated by Guiraud et 
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al. As for the frequency of each type of expressive act, the writer will 

present on the table below 

Table 4.1 The frequency of Types of Expressive speech act by Guiraud et 

al. in the Reaction Videos 

No. Type of Expressive Speech Acts Frequencies 

1. Approving 10 

2. Complimenting 14 

3. Disapproving 2 

4. Regretting 1 

5. Reproaching 3 

6. Apologizing 1 

 Total 31 

 

 However, some expressive speech acts appearing in Reaction 

videos are not treated by Guiraud et al‟s logical formulation of expressive 

speech act. Thus, the writer will also try to identify what psychological 

state the speakers in from those expressive speech acts. 

B. Discussion 

 In this discussion, the writer discussed more about types of 

expressive speech acts that are found in four popular reaction videos from 

October to November on Youtube Channel Fine Brothers Entertainment. 

From the finding, the writer found 36 out of 54 expressive speech acts 

which correspond to 7 different types of expressive speech acts based on 

theory of logical formalization by Guiraud et al. 
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a. Approving 

Approving is defined as an agent expressing approval to the 

hearer about an ideal. Ideal is just social norms internalized (or 

adopted) by agent. Suppose that an agent believes that in a certain 

group (or institution) there exist a certain norms presciribing that a 

state of affair should be true. This category gives positive attitudes 

towards a person or preposition.  

In recent studies, Ronan (2015) separated Guiraud et al‟s 

category approval into liking—expressing attitudes towards a 

person or thing and expressing agreement with a proposition.  

The reaction utterances who correspond to this type are: 

1)  Video: Kids React to Gay Marriage 

Reaction Utterance: “I love this song” 

Context: A kid, called Lucas, is watching a video where a girl 

proposing to another girl. The video Lucas watched 

used a background music which he sing along to 

while snapping his fingers.  

Lucas shows his approval toward the song by saying 

“I love this song”. It identified from the using of verb „love‟ in 

his utterance. In this sense, Lucas shows a positive attitude 

towars thing. 

2) Video: Kids React to Gay Marriage 

Reaction Utterance: “So they are gays but it's okay” 
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Context: A kid, called Troy, is watching a video where a guy 

proposing to another guy.  

  Troy, as a speaker, shows his approval towars the 

state of affair by saying „it‟s okay‟. It is identified from the 

using of word „okay‟ in his utterances which indicates he was 

not bothered by the fact that a guy proposing to a guy instead 

of a girl. It means that he is not against the gay marriage. In 

this sense, Troy shows a positive value towards a proposition. 

3) Video: Kids React to Gay Marriage 

Reaction Utterance: “That's so cute and it doesn't matter if 

they are gay or anything” 

Context: A kid, called Jayka, is watching a video a guy 

proposing to another guy in public. In the video, the 

guy who got proposed to is really happy and can not 

help but has smile on his face the entire time.  

  Jayka, as the speaker, showing her approval by 

saying „It doesn't matter if they are gay or anything‟. It is 

identified by the using of phrase „it doesn‟t matter‟ in his 

utterance. It shows that she was not bothered by the fact the 

guys are gays. She also shows that she does not care about the 

people sexuality by saying „if they are gay or anything‟ that 

follows after her approval utterance. In this sense, Jayka shows 

a positive attitude toward proposition. 

4) Video: Kids React to Gay Marriage 
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Reaction utterance: “That's what i wanna see a lot. Gay and 

lesbian people shouldn't be hiding” 

Context: A kid, called Lydon, is watching a couple of videos 

where gays and lesbians proposed to their partner. 

 Lydon, as the speaker, shows her approval by 

saying „That's what i wanna see a lot. Gay and lesbian people 

shouldn't be hiding‟. Even if it does not show literally and 

directly in her utterance, the writer believes the  phrase „i 

wanna see a lot‟ and „shouldn‟t be hiding‟ indicate the speaker 

was not bother by the idea of the existence of gay and lesbian. 

It means that she approves the gay and lesbian couple in those 

videos. In this sense, Lydon shows a positive attitudes towards 

proposition 

5) Video: Elders React to Eminem 

Reaction utterance: “Love him” 

Context: An elder, called Elgie, finished watching a music 

video entitle Rap God by Eminem. 

 Elgie, as the speaker, shows her approval by saying 

„Love him‟. It was identifies by the using of verb „love‟. The 

phrase „love him‟ here was not intended to ask someone to 

love Eminem but it was intended to make a statement that the 

speaker love Eminem. Thus, in this sense the speaker shows a 

positive attitudes toward a person. 
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6) Video: Elders React to Eminem 

Reaction utterance: “Love this one” 

Context:  An elder, called Elgie, is watching another Eminem‟s 

music video after finishing the first one. 

 Elgie, as the speaker, shows her approval by saying 

„Love this one‟. It was identified with the using of verb „love‟. 

The phrase „love this one‟ here was not intended to ask 

someone to love another Eminem‟s music video the speaker 

watching but it was intended to make a statement that the 

speaker herself love the video. Thus, in this sense the speaker 

shows a positive attitudes toward a thing. 

7) Video: Youtubers React to Kpop 

Reaction utterance: “It's like ridiculous but i like it” 

Context: A Youtube selebrity or Youtubers, called Tyler, is 

watching a kpop music video for the first time.  

 Tyler, as the speaker, shows his approval by saying 

„It's like ridiculous but i like it‟. It was identified with the using 

of sentence „i like it‟ in his utterance. The whole of his 

utterance means that Tyler likes the music video even though 

he thinks it was ridiculous. In this sense, the speaker showsa 

positive attitudes toward a thing. 

8) Video: Youtubers React to Kpop 

Reaction utterance: “I'm digging this, girl!” 
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Context: A Youtube selebrity or Youtubers, called Trisha with 

her friend Meg, are watching a kpop music video by 

Bigbang entitled Fantastic Baby. 

 Trisha, as the speaker, shows her approval by saying 

„I'm digging this, girl!‟. It was identified with the using of ver 

„digging‟ in her utterance. Word „Digging‟ derives from word 

„dig‟. It is an internet slang words that means  „like‟. By saying 

„i‟m digging this, girl!‟ the speaker shows that she likes the 

video she is watching. In this sense, the speaker shows a 

positive attitude toward a thing. 

9) Video: Youtubers React to Kpop 

Reaction utterance: “I love Kpop videos” 

Context: A Youtube selebrity or Youtubers, called Rosanna, is 

watching a kpop music video. 

 Rosanna, as the speaker, showed her approval by 

saying „I love Kpop videos‟. It was identified with the using of 

word „love‟ in her utterance. In this sense, the speaker shows a 

positive attitude toward things. 

10) Video: Youtubers React to Kpop 

Reaction utterance: “I'm like obsessed with this” 

Context: A Youtube selebrity or Youtubers, called Tyler, is 

watching a kpop music video by Girls Generation 

entitled I Got A Boy. 
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 Tyler, as the speaker, shows his approval by saying 

„I'm like obsessed with this‟. It was identified with the using of 

phrase „obsessed with this‟. The word „obsessed doesnot have  

avery positive meaning when it is used to talk about someone 

else. But in the past few years people are using it more and 

more to talk about themselves. When someone admit that he or 

she „obsessed with‟ something, it means that they are really 

interested in it and do not stop thinking or talking about it. 

Thus, the writer believes by saying that utterance the speaker 

shows a positive attitude toward a thing. 

b. Disapproving 

Guiraud et al(2011) formulates expressive speech act disapproving 

as an agent or speaker expressing disapproval to the hearer about 

something that is not considered ideal. There are 4 utterances of 

expressive speech act from the reaction video which the writer 

believes has correspondence with this theory. The reaction 

utterances who correspond to this type are: 

1) Video: Teens React to Bullying (Amanda Todd) 

Reaction utterance: “Ok, that's pretty not right. That's pretty 

creepy” 

Context: A teen, called DJ, watching a video of a girl who 

commit suicide named Amanda Todd telling a story 

of how she was being bullied by her schoolmates. 
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 DJ, as the speaker, shows his disapproval by saying 

„Ok, that's pretty not right. That's pretty creepy‟. It was 

identified with the using phrase „pretty not right‟ which 

indicates that the speaker believes the bullying is not the right. 

It follows with his next utterence „That‟s pretty creepy‟ which 

is makes the first sentence in his utterence stonger.  

 Logically,  the speaker disapprove the state of affair 

is not ideal. It is showed clearly by the speaker using the words 

„not right‟. That in this sense the speaker considers the bullying 

is not an ideal. The ideal here means there an exist normative 

sense.  

2) Video: Youtubers React to Kpop 

Reaction utterance: “The boys, i can‟t take them seriously.” 

Context: A Youtube selebrity or Youtubers, called Tyler, is 

watching a kpop music video by Shinee entitled  

Lucifer. 

 Tyler, as the speaker, shows his disapproval by 

saying „The boys, i can‟t take them seriously‟. It is hard to 

identify the type of expressive speech act when the utterance is 

indirect and nonliteral. But the writer belive this utterance has 

a negative attitude to the singers in the music video since „i 

can‟t take them seriously‟ here means the speaker can not 

consider the singers‟ music is an actual music. Logically, the 

speaker disapprove the state of affair is not ideal. He believes 
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the music the boys brought was not an actual music so that he 

can not being as serious as he be when listening to other music. 

c. Regretting 

Guiraud et al (2011) defines regretting as a speaker  

expressing regret about a state of affair that has negative value that 

they are responsible for. Sometimes,  we can also express some 

form of regret where the speaker is responsible for and where the 

consequence is bad for someone eles. In this case to, to express 

regret corresponds to to apologize. In the finding, the writer found 

2 data of expressive speech act of regretting. The writer has found 

an utterance which the speaker believes correspond to this 

category.  

Video: Teens React to Bullying (Amanda Todd) 

Reaction utterance: „I would try to help if i had chance to‟ 

Context: A teen, called DJ, is watching a video of a girl who 

commit suicide named Amanda Todd telling a story of 

how she was being bullied by her schoolmates. 

 DJ, as the speaker, shows his regret by saying „i 

would try to help if i had chance to‟. Even thought  the speaker‟s 

utterance was nonliteral and indirect, the writer believes the using 

of conditional sentence indicates the speaker feel regret toward the 

state of affair. The utterence means the speaker wanted to help, but 
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he did not because he did not have a chance to. He did not even 

know who Amanda Todd before then. Logically, DJ regrets about 

not helping Amanda todd from bullying that she ended up who 

commited suicide.  

d. Reproaching 

Guiraud et al (2011) states that to express reaproch is just 

to reproach. In the finding, there is an utterance of expressive 

speech act of reproaching. 

1) Video: Teens React to Bullying (Amanda Todd) 

Reaction utterance: “What a jerk!” 

Context: A teen, called Madison, is watching a video of a girl 

who commit suicide named Amanda Todd telling a 

story of how she was being bullied by her 

schoolmates.  

Madison, as the speaker, express her reproach by 

saying „What a jerk!‟. It was indicated with the using of word 

„jerk‟, which means one who is cruel, rude, or small-minded, 

in her exclamative utterance. In this sense, the speaker 

consider Amanda Todd‟s schoolmate who bullied Amanda  

was a jerk by reproaching with the utterance.   

2) Video: Teens React to Bullying (Amanda Todd) 

Reaction utterance: “People are cruel man” 
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Context: A teen, called DJ, is watching a video of a girl who 

commit suicide named Amanda Todd telling a story 

of how she was being bullied by her schoolmates. 

  DJ, as the speaker, express her reproach by saying 

„People are cruel man‟. It was indicated with the using of 

word „cruel‟. In this sense, the speaker consider Amanda 

Todd‟s schoolmate who bullied Amanda  was a cruel by 

reproaching with the utterance.   

3) Video: Teens React to Bullying (Amanda Todd) 

Reaction utterance: “People are disgusting” 

Context: A teen, called Rachel, is watching a video of a girl 

who commit suicide named Amanda Todd telling a 

story of how she was being bullied by her 

schoolmates. 

 Rachel, as the speaker, express her reproach by 

saying „People are disgusting‟. It was indicated with the 

using of word „disgusting‟. In this sense, the speaker consider 

Amanda Todd‟s schoolmate who bullied Amanda was a 

disgusting by reproaching with the utterance.   

e. Apologizing 

Guiraud et al (2011) states that to express apologize is just 

to reproach. In the finding, there is an utterance of expressive 

speech act of apologizing.  
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Video: Teens React to Bullying (Amanda Todd) 

Reaction utterance: “I‟m sorry” 

Context: A teen, called Lia, was crying after finishing watching a 

video of a girl who commit suicide named Amanda Todd 

telling a story of how she was being bullied by her 

schoolmates.  

  Lia, as the speaker, express her apology by saing 

„i‟m sorry‟ to the hearer which is Fine Bros staff. It was indicated 

with the using of word „sorry‟ in her utterence. In this sense, the 

speaker apologized for crying in the recording session. 

f. Complimenting 

Guiraud et al (2011) defines expressive speech act 

complimenting as defined as an agent expressing admiration to the 

hearer or someone about an ideal state of affair which the hearer or 

someone is responsible for. Vandertaken (2011, cited in Guiraud et 

al) says that complementing does not necessarily relate to 

something done by the hearer, since we can compliment someone 

on his intelegence, musical ability etc. In this case, the speaker 

gives the compliment toward the musical ability of the person on 

the video. There are 15 utterances of expressive speech act from the 

reaction video which the writer believes has correspondence with 
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this theory. The reaction utterances who correspond to this type 

are: 

1) Video: Kids React to Gay Marriage 

Reaction utterance: “It's like an awesome flashmob” 

Context: A kid, called Lydon, is watching a video where a guy 

is proposing to another guy and there is a flashmob 

behind him. 

Lydon, as the speaker, gave a compliment by saying 

„It's like an awesome flashmob‟. It was identified by the using 

of adjective „awesome‟ in her utterance. The utterance means 

the speaker admire the flashmob by considering it is awesome.  

2) Video: Kids React to Gay Marriage 

Reaction utterance: “He does has a nice suit i have to say 

that” 

Context: A kid, called Derek, is watching a video where a guy 

who is wearing a suit proposing to another guy. 

Derek, as the speaker, gave a compliment by saying 

„He does has a nice suit i have to say that‟. It was identified by 

the using of adjective „nice‟ in her utterance. The utterance 

means the speaker admire the guy‟s suit by considering it is 

nice. 
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3) Video: Kids React to Gay Marriage 

Reaction utterance: “That‟s nice” 

Context: A kid, called Derek, is watching a video where a guy 

accepted his boyfriend proposal. 

Derek, as the speaker, gave a compliment by saying 

„That‟s nice‟. It was identified by the using of adjective „nice‟ 

in his utterance. The utterance means the speaker admire the 

state affair by considering it is nice. 

4) Video: Kids React to Gay Marriage 

Reaction utterance: “That was just so cute i can't even” 

Context: A kid, called Elle, is watching a video where a guy 

accepted his boyfriend proposal. 

Elle, as the speaker, gave a compliment by saying 

„That was just so cute i can't even‟. It was identified by the 

using of adjective „cute‟ in her utterance. The utterance means 

the speaker admire the state affair by considering it is cute. The 

phrase „i can‟t even‟ itself is an internet salng expression used 

to indicated that the speaker is in a state of speechlessness, as a 

result of feeling overjoyed or exasperated. Due to its 

incomplete sentence structure, the adverb „even‟ in the 

expresion can be interpreted as a substitute verb for „manage‟. 
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5) Video: Kids React to Gay Marriage 

Reaction utterance: “All this video is just to cute” 

Context:  A kid, called Elle, just finished watching a couple 

videos of gay and lesbian couple proposal. 

 Elle, as the speaker, gave a compliment by saying 

„All this video is just to cute‟. It was identified by the using of 

adjective „cute‟ in her utterance. The utterance means the 

speaker admire those video showed to her by considering it 

were cute. 

6) Video: Kids React to Gay Marriage 

Reaction utterance: “Wow that's cool!” 

Context: A kid, called Lynod, is watching a video where a guy 

dancing along with the dancer in the falashmob before 

kneel down to propose to his boyfriend. 

Lynod, as the speaker, gave a compliment by saying 

„Wow that's cool‟. It was identified by the using of adjective 

„cool‟ in her utterance. The utterance means the speaker 

admires the state of affair by considering it were cool. 

7) Video: Kids React to Gay Marriage 

Reaction utterance: “That's so cute” 

Context: A kid, called Shannon, is watching a video where a 

guy kneel down proposing his boyfriend. 
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Shanon, as the speaker, gave a compliment by 

saying „That's so cute‟. It was identified by the using of 

adjective „cute‟ in her utterance. The utterance means the 

speaker admires the state of affair by considering it were cute. 

8) Video: Kids React to Gay Marriage 

Reaction utterance: “That was so adorable” 

Context: A kid, called Jayka, is watching a video a guy 

proposing to another guy in public. In the video, the 

guy who got proposed to is really happy and can not 

help but has smile on his face the entire time. 

 Jayka, as the speaker, gave a compliment by saying 

„That's so cute‟. It was identified by the using of adjective 

„cute‟ in her utterance. The utterance means the speaker 

admires the state of affair by considering it were cute. 

9) Video: Elders React to Eminem 

Reaction utterance: “He's really amazing” 

Context: An elder, called Catherine, is watching Eminem‟s 

music video entitled Rap God. 

 Chaterine, as the speaker, gave a compliment by 

saying „He‟s really amazing‟. It was identified by the using of 

adjective „amazing‟ in her utterance. The utterance here means 
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the speaker admires Eminem‟s talent on rapping by 

considering it was amazing. 

10) Video: Elders React to Eminem 

Reaction utterance: “Amazing” 

Context: An elder, called Holgie, is watching eminam rapping 

so fast  

Holgie as the speaker gives compliment to eminem 

by saying „amazing‟. It was identified by the using of adjective 

„amazing‟ in her utterance. The utterance here means the 

speaker admires Eminem skill in fast-rapping by considering it 

is amazing 

11) Video: Elders React to Eminem 

Reaction utterance: “He's quite a rapper” 

Context: An elder, called Rock, just finished watching a 

bunch of Eminem‟s music video. 

Rock, as the speaker, gives compliment to eminem by 

saying „He's quite a rapper‟. It was identified by the using of 

adverb „quite‟ in his utterance. The word „quite‟ is used to 

emphasize the degree or amount of something, or to say that 

someone or something is impressive. The utterance here means 

the speaker admires Eminem skill in rapping by consider he is 

an impressive rapper. 
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12) Video: Youtubers React to Kpop 

Reaction utterance: “I've never seen this before but it's 

awesome” 

Context: A Youtube selebrity or Youtubers, called Phillip, is 

watching a kpop music video for the first time. 

 Phillip, as the speaker, give complimet by saying 

„I've never seen this before but it's awesome‟. It was identified 

by the using of adjective „awesome‟ in his utterance. The 

utterance here means the speaker admires the music video raby 

consider it is awesome. 

13) Video: Youtubers React to Kpop 

Reaction utterance: “This is catchy” 

Context: A Youtube selebrity or Youtubers, called Chaterine, 

is watching a kpop music video of Girls Generation 

entitle I Got A Boy. 

 Chaterine, as the speaker, give complimet by saying 

„This is catchy‟. It was identified by the using of adjective 

„catchy‟ in his utterance. The utterance here means the speaker 

admires the music by consider it is catchy. 

14) Video: Youtubers React to Kpop 

Reaction utterance: “Dreamy guy!” 
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Context: A Youtube selebrity or Youtubers, called Ingrid, is 

watching a kpop music video of Shinee entitled 

Lucifer. 

 Inhgrid, as the speaker, give complimet by saying 

„Dreamy guy!. It was identified by the using of adjective 

„dreamy‟ in her utterance. The word „dreamy means that 

something it seems gentle amd soft like something in a dream 

The utterance here means the speaker admires the guy in the 

video by consider it is dreamy. 

 However, the writer has found there are some expressive speech act which 

did not correspond to any type of expressive speech act formalized by Guiraud et 

al‟s. For example, numerous utterance such exclamation as „Oh god!‟, „Oh my!‟, 

„Oh shit!‟, „Oh damn!‟, „Oh my goodness this video!‟ and „This is crazy!‟ 

indicated the expression of surprise or expression of amazement as in utterance 

„oh wow!‟ and „It must be hard to do!.  

 Beside the expression of surprise and amazement, the writer also has 

found many expressive speech act utterances which the writer believes indicated 

the emotion of confusion as in utterances „What is this?‟, „Merry who? You mean 

a boy marry a boy?‟, „A girl marry a girl?‟, „What was that about?‟, „Why is that 

boy waiting they all and why are they dancing?‟, „How does a guy marry a guy, A 

guy proposed to another guy?‟, „How does a girl propose a girl and how does a 

guy propose a guy?‟ and  „I'm so confused about everything‟. Those utterence are 
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used whenever the speaker on the reaction videos can not comprehend the 

situation that is going on the videos.   

 The last expressive speech act the writer has found is the expressive 

speech act of congratulating. The uttterance which the writer believes has 

intention to express congratulating is „Congratulation!‟. This expressive utterance 

correspond to the category of expressive speech act by Norrick (1978), however 

in Guirad et al’s formulation of expressive speech act category, the expression of 

congratulating does not correspond to any type. 

  


